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       If I don't have anything to do all day, I might not even put my pants on. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I love Photoshop more than anything in the world! 
~Jennifer Lawrence

"You look how you look," "Be comfortable. What are you going to do?
Be hungry every single day to make other people happy? That's just
dumb." 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Eating is one of my favorite parts of the day 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Be strong. Don't be a follower, and always do the right thing. If you
have a choice between the right thing and the wrong thing, the right
way is always the less stressful. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I learned that you can't have any expectations with life. You never know
what's going to happen. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Be strong. Don't be a follower. Always do the right thing. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

A powerful woman is someone who exudes confidence and can be
tough but fair and kind. And also knows how to get what she wants. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I've done archery for about six weeks, and rock climbing, tree climbing -
and combat, running and vaulting. But also yoga and things like that, to
stay catlike! 
~Jennifer Lawrence
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If you are going to do something that you have to lie about, don't do it,
it's very simple. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

You have a choice. You don't have to be a person who spreads
negativity and lies for a living. You can do something good. You can be
good. Let's just make that choice and â€” it feels better. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I started to write an apology, but I don't have anything to say I'm sorry
for. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I do have big ambitions, but I think we all do. I just want to keep working
hard and being happy. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I think people are fascinated with breasts that bounce. They are so
used to seeing fake ones - people are confused. My breasts have a life
of their own. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

People treating you differently, when you don't feel any different, is
really alienating. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I'm not ready to own a place yet. I have the money, but I don't have the
maturity. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I'm a big believer in accepting yourself the way you are and not really
worrying about it. 
~Jennifer Lawrence
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I'm very, very thirsty for knowledge. Just because I'm good at
something and have found success doesn't mean I'm done. I'm not
even close to being done. I don't know if I ever will be done learning. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I was going to come in and push you down the stairs. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I hate people who say, "Oh, I'm addicted to working out". I just want to
punch those people in the face. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

People call me fat, but I don't care. I don't want to starve myself cause I
am beautiful the way I am. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I get photographers hiding in my bushes. We're way past autographs.
We're into being stalked and followed. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I've always loved food too much to be a model. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I promise you, anybody given the choice of that kind of money or
having to make a phone call to tell your dad that something like that has
happened, it's not worth it. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I want a pizza with my face on it. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I have the street smarts and survival skills of, like, a poodle. 
~Jennifer Lawrence
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I just went to the doctor today, I got a chest X-ray of my lungs and
discovered that my breasts are uneven. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Being inappropriate comes easy to me. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I never leave my house. Then I don't have to put a bra on, and I don't
have to change my pants. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I think there was the studio mentality for a long time that women and
girls can relate to a male hero, but boys and men can't relate to a
female hero. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

My breasts have a life of their own. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

You look how you look 
~Jennifer Lawrence

There are actresses who build themselves, and then there are
actresses who are built by others. I want to build myself. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I've never considered failure. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I was having chest pains. Photoshop made it glamorous. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

As hard as it is and as tired as I am, I force myself to get dinner at least
once a week with my girlfriends, or have a sleepover. Otherwise my life
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is just work. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I never play characters that are like me because I'm a boring person. I
wouldn't want to see me in a movie. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

You don't go your whole life without laughing. It's just life. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I'd rather look chubby on screen and like a person in real life. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I hate saying, 'I like exercising.' I want to punch people who say that in
the face. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I'm sorry, I just did a shot 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Why can't I say anything normal? 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Everyone's brain works in a different way. I didn't feel smart in school; I
just didn't get it. I thought I was an idiot. Until I got out. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

When I'm not working, I am the laziest person. I can literally lie on a
couch and watch television for 15 hours. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I'd like to direct at some point. But I don't know because 10 years ago I
would have never imagined that I'd be here. So in 10 years from now, I
might be running a rodeo. 
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~Jennifer Lawrence

It's beautiful when you watch something good happen to somebody
when it's well deserved. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Knowledge is honestly everything. It's not just books and staying
behind a desk and having a diploma. There's also traveling and
knowledge about people, and what I do and scripts and books. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Without my family, I would be nothing. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

There is my favorite quote that I ever heard from her [Lori Petty],...
'Things can happen to you, but they don't have to happen to your soul.' 
~Jennifer Lawrence

You do become more aware of your mortality as you get older. When
you're little, you jump on any wild horse. Then you get a little bit older
and realize how fragile life is, and you're more careful. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I wasn't pretty enough to play the popular girl, I wasn't mousy enough to
be the mousy girl, so I never fit in. And so I'd get close, but I never got
anywhere, and it was really painful. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I really would not call myself a fashion icon. I would call myself
somebody who gets dressed by professionals...I would call me more of
a monkey. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

They kept saying 'It's sushi-grade!' And I'm like... 'Put some soy sauce
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on this. Get me some rice. And cook it. And then get me out of here. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

The internet to me is kind of like a black hole, and I never really go on
it. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Teenagers only have to focus on themselves - its not until we get older
that we realize that other people exist. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

It's better to look strong and healthy. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

You can have children and love them with all your heart and soul, and
love your family, and it's still OK to have a fire in you. That doesn't have
anything to do with your family. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

If a woman is determined, she will get what she wants because we are
very determined creatures. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I completely agree when there are actors who say, "Actors should stay
out of politics. We're not politicians." 
~Jennifer Lawrence

When you don't have anybody to take care of you, then you could go
both ways: You could do whatever you want, or you could take charge
and be your own parent. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Girls see enough of this body that we can't imitate, that we'll never be
able to obtain, these unrealistic expectations...it's better to look strong
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and healthy... 
~Jennifer Lawrence

For 'X-Men' I was lifting a lot of weights. I actually lost a lot of mass
when I quit 'X-Men' because I was working out so much and very
muscular and strong. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Better passion and death than any more of these'isms'. No more of the
old purpose done up in aspic. Better passion and death. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Don't go see the movies, I'm a troll. I think the movie was great, but
their biggest mistake was me. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I'm trying not to change. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I had to learn how to chop wood actually - I don't think my dad would
have let me go chop wood in the backyard growing up. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I grew up in Kentucky, but I did not grow up like that. I had heat, and I
didn't have to shoot my dinner or anything. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I was raised to have value for money, to have respect for money, even
though you have a lot of it. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Why would I ever get cocky? I'm not saving anybody's life. 
~Jennifer Lawrence
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I never wanted to be an actor. My dad was an actor, and he never
brought joy home, so I didn't view it as something that I would want to
do. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

At the end of the day, there's probably nothing that makes me feel
better than junk food and reality TV. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I eat like a caveman. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I am the biggest "but why?" question asker. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I want to sit on my couch and drink and not change my pants for days
at a time. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Hervey (Weinstein) thank you for killing whoever you had to kill to get
me up here today. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

We hould totally make out right now 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Once I'm obsessed with somebody, I'm terrified of them instantly. I'm
not scared of them - I'm scared of me and how I will react. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

What does it say, 'I beat Meryl.' 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I'm excited to be seen as sexy. But not slutty. 
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~Jennifer Lawrence

I just don't like that you can either be ugly and smart or pretty and
dumb, or ugly and nice or pretty and mean. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I need to just find my own peace. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I think all mothers are a nightmare - i don't think you can have children
and not lose your goddamn mind. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I adapt to directors, I don't like making directors adapt to me. If I'm with
Clint Eastwood then I'll do two takes, if I'm with Fincher I'll do 50 -
though the thought of that sounds horrible. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Where are the Robert Redfords and Paul Newmans of my age group? I
love James Franco, but where's the next James Franco? Where are the
hunks who can act? 
~Jennifer Lawrence

My career is one thing in my life that I don't plan. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

It's my body, and it should be my choice, and the fact that it is not my
choice is absolutely disgusting. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I'm dead sober. This is just me. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I have an old soul. I don't know any real-life lingo, so I have to take it
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from movies. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

It's hard to do, but I think it's really important to go back and watch
yourself. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

What's so sad is when we're younger, if you have a bad parent, that is
normal to you and that's what you think of as healthy. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I'm doing what I love, and then I get months and months of rest. I have
a lot of money for a 21-year-old. I can't stand it when actors complain. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

If you have boobs, you have to show, like, "These are boobs. This isn't
cellulite." 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I've got five or six amazing friends that I trust and love, I know exactly
who I am and don't care about anything else. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I really act for myself. I really love it. I don't think there's a way that you
could handle these schedules, all of the actual work that goes into it, if
you don't really, really love it. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

Well, at least I had on underwear 
~Jennifer Lawrence

My iCloud keeps telling me to back it up, and I'm like, 'I don't know how
to back you up. Do it yourself!' 
~Jennifer Lawrence
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I always felt like I sucked at everything, that I could never find the thing
that I liked. I auditioned and I probably sucked, but I had decided 100
percent that this is what I wanted to do. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

All I need in a relationship is somebody to watch TV with me. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

I run into grounded people all the time. Given, most of them are behind
the camera. But I definitely by no means think I'm the only one. 
~Jennifer Lawrence

There's always a backlash in everything that you do, but it's not going
to stop or change anything. And it's not only an issue in Hollywood. 
~Jennifer Lawrence
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